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Abstract: Hesperidin is a natural compound which is found in citric fruits and presents antitumor and 

antimicrobial activities. However, the in vivo efficacy of Hesperidin is reduced due to its low oral bioavailability. 

Protein-based nanoparticles have been applied to improve biological parameters of drugs and natural 

compounds. Gliadin is a monomeric protein present in wheat. In this study, gliadin-based nanoparticles 

containing hesperidin were obtained by desolvation technique and a Taguchi orthogonal array design was 

employed to optimize the formulation. The independent variables were set as concentration of CaCl2 (0.5; 1 

or 2%) and stabilizing agent (Pluronic F68, Tween 80 or sodium caseinate). The dependent variables 

consisted of mean diameter, polydispersity index, zeta potential, and encapsulation efficiency. The results 

showed significant effects on the dependent variables when 1% CaCl2 and Pluronic F68 were used. The 

optimized formulation was coated with chitosan to increase the physical stability of the nanoparticles. The 

final nanoparticles presented a mean diameter of 321 nm and polydispersity index of 0.217, and spherical 

shape. After coating, the Zeta potential was +21 mV, and the encapsulation efficiency was 73 %. The in vitro 

release assay showed that about 98% of the drug was released from the nanoparticles after 48 h. Moreover, 

HIGHLIGHTS 
 

 A Taguchi design optimized the development of hesperidin-loaded gliadin nanoparticles. 

 A chitosan-coating was added to improve the physical stability of nanoparticles. 

 Nanoparticles reduced the hesperidin cytotoxicity over healthy Vero cells. 

 Nanoparticles improved the hesperidin cytotoxicity over tumor cells. 
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the nanoparticles reduced hesperidin cytotoxicity on healthy cells (Vero cells) and improved the cytotoxicity 

on tumor cells (HeLa, PC-3 and Caco-2 cells). Results showed that the chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles 

are potential carriers for hesperidin delivery for cancer treatment. 

Keywords: Protein nanoparticles; Taguchi orthogonal array design; cytotoxicity. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hesperidin is a flavonoid compound which is found in citrus fruits, as lemon and sweet oranges [1]. Its 

structure is composed of a flavanone glycoside attached to a rutinosis, forming a β-7-rutinoside of hesperetin 

(Figure 1), which chemically is 3’,5,7-trihydroxy-4’-methoxy flavanone [2]. Hesperidin has shown to have 

multiple pharmacological activities [1], such as anti-inflammatory, antifungal, antioxidant, antiviral, 

hypolipidemic, antidiabetic and antitumor [2–4]. Nonetheless, even after a high intake of hesperidin, low 

concentrations of its metabolites are found in the bloodstream, indicating limited oral bioavailability, which 

hinders the therapeutic efficacy of the drug [5]. Thus, the improvement of the physicochemical properties of 

hesperidin through the design of innovative drug delivery carriers to overcome such limitations appears as 

an important tool. Along these lines, since hesperidin have demonstrated cytotoxicity activity both in vitro and 

in vivo methodologies [6–12], nanoencapsulation emerge as a tool for the secure, sustained, and efficient 

release of hesperidin as cancer treatment via oral administration. 

 

 

Figure 1. Representation of the chemical structure of hesperidin. 

Nanoparticles have been successfully used to improve the oral bioavailability of natural compounds [13]. 

Among the advantages of the application of nanoparticles in drug delivery, the increased stability in biological 

fluids, prolonged drug release, improved absorption and biodistribution and increased plasma half-life have 

been described. These characteristics allow the improvement of the drug bioavailability after oral 

administration [14]. In the last few years, some studies have been published about hesperidin nanoparticles. 

Among the produced nanoparticles containing hesperidin are polysaccharide [15,16], nanocrystals [17], 

inorganic  nanoparticles [18–20] nanoemulsions [21–23], liposomes [24], solid lipid nanoparticles [25], 

nanosuspensions [26], magnetic [27] and protein nanoparticles [11].  

Proteins have presented potential applications in the nanoencapsulation of drugs due to their 

characteristics of biodegradability and biocompatibility, as well as the possibility to modulate the surface of 

nanoparticles using attaching ligands [28, 29]. Gliadin is one of the main storage proteins present in wheat, 

classified as a prolamin due to its high content of proline and glutamine, that, together with glutenin, make 

up a fraction of 80 - 85% of wheat flour, known as gluten [30]. Gliadin presents low solubility in aqueous or 

neutral saline solutions, because of its high content of nonpolar amino acids, such as glycine and proline, 

and low amount of ionizable side chain amino acids. Thus, hesperidin presents solubility in hydroalcoholic 

solutions (70%, v/v), in which its properties of viscoelasticity, foamability and mucoadhesion are observed 

[31]. By virtue of its characteristics, gliadin has been applied to the nanoencapsulation of compounds for food 

and pharmaceutical industry [32–34]. 
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Chitosan is a polysaccharide obtained by the deacetylation of chitin naturally found in the body structures 

of crustaceans and arachnids. It is composed of copolymers of N-acetyl-glucosamine and N-glucosamine 

units, being a natural alkaline compound that presents good biocompatibility and biodegradability [35,36]. 

Also, due to its mucoadhesive properties, chitosan is widely employed either as matrix or coat agent for 

nanoparticles intended for oral administration [36]. 

In the present study, we developed hesperidin-loaded gliadin nanoparticles and employed a Taguchi 

orthogonal array design to evaluate the effect of some variables on mean diameter, size distribution, zeta 

potential and drug encapsulation efficiency. The optimal formulation was coated with chitosan and the in vitro 

release profile and cytotoxicity on healthy and tumor cells were assessed. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS  

Materials 

Gliadin, hesperidin, low molecular weight Chitosan (50,000–190,000 Da) (75–85% deacetylated), 

sodium caseinate, MTT (3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl- 2H-tetrazolium bromide), fetal bovine 

serum (FBS), Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich® (Missouri, 

USA). Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), Pluronic F68 and CaCl2 were purchased from Biotec® (Brazil). Ethanol 

was purchased from FMaia (Brazil). Acetic Acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich® (Missouri, USA). Water 

was purified using a Milli-Q Plus system (Millipore) with a conductivity of 18 MΩ.  

Taguchi Orthogonal Array Design 

Two variables and their influence on the physicochemical properties of gliadin nanoparticles containing 

hesperidin were evaluated using Taguchi design employing MINITAB 14.12.0 software (Minitab Inc., State 

College, PA USA). The independent variables were concentration of CaCl2 in three levels (0.5, 1 or 2%) and 

the employed surfactant (1% Pluronic F68, 1% Tween 80 or 1% sodium caseinate), while the dependent 

variables were mean diameter, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta potential and encapsulation efficiency (EE). 

The applied design required a total of 9 experiments performed in triplicate.  

Preparation of gliadin nanoparticles containing hesperidin and chitosan coating 

Gliadin nanoparticles containing hesperidin (GLINP-HES) were obtained by the desolvation technique, 

using the parameters that were optimized through the Taguchi orthogonal design. Briefly, hesperidin (2 mg) 

and gliadin (30 mg) were solubilized in 70% ethanol. This phase was dropwise added into 9 mL of an aqueous 

solution containing CaCl2 and the surfactant, using a peristaltic pump with a drip speed of 1 mL/min. The 

mixture was maintained under agitation for 5 min, the organic solvent was removed by evaporation under 

vacuum at 37 °C for 20 min and the GLINP-HES were ultracentrifuged at 28,672 g, 15 °C, for 20 min (Z36HK 

Hermle Wehingen, BH, Germany).  

The optimized gliadin nanoparticles containing hesperidin were coated with chitosan (CHGLINP-HES). 

For this, the nanoparticles obtained after ultracentrifugation (28,672 g, 15 °C, for 20 min) were dispersed into 

chitosan solution (0.05 % m/v – prepared in 1% acetic acid) and incubated for 1 h at 150 rpm (37°C) in 

incubator shaker. Then, the nanoparticles were ultracentrifuged (28,672 g, 15 °C, for 20 min) and the pellets 

were resuspended in water and stored at 8 °C for further analysis.  

Mean diameter, size distribution, PDI and zeta potential  

The parameters size and PDI of nanoparticles were assessed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

equipment (BIC 90 Plus, Brookhaven Instruments Corp., Holtsville, NY). All measurements were performed 

in triplicate with a scattering angle of 90° at 25°C and a laser wavelength set at 659 nm. The zeta potential 

was assessed through a ZetaSizer ZS apparatus (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, UK). The 

samples were diluted in 1 mM KCl solution and placed in the electrophoretic cell at 25 °C with the application 

of ± 150 mV.  

Encapsulation efficiency (EE) 

The EE of hesperidin into nanoparticles was indirectly determined by UV spectrophotometer (UV-1800, 

Shimadzu Corporation., Ltd., Japan) at 286 nm [2,19]. The sample was the supernatant containing the non-
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encapsulated hesperidin resultant of nanoparticles ultracentrifugation. The EE was calculated according to 

Equation 1: 

 

𝑬𝑬 (%) =  
(𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒅𝒓𝒖𝒈−𝑫𝒓𝒖𝒈 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 𝒊𝒏 𝒔𝒖𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒕)

(𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒅𝒓𝒖𝒈)
 . 𝟏𝟎𝟎     (1) 

Morphology  

The morphology of nanoparticles was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM - Hitachi, 

TM3000 XSTREAM2). A drop of nanoparticle dispersion, after drying, was recovered with colloidal gold under 

vacuum and analyzed at an accelerating voltage of 10.0 kV to obtain the photomicrographs. 

In vitro hesperidin release profile assay  

Chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles containing 0.3 mg of hesperidin were dispersed in 1 mL of 50 mM 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4. The suspension was incubated in a shaker at 37 °C and 150 rpm. 

At pre-determined times (1, 2, 4, 8, 24 and 48 h), the suspension was centrifuged (20 min at 28,672 g and 

25 ºC), and the supernatant was analyzed by UV spectroscopy and the precipitate was suspended in 1 mL 

of PBS  medium and incubated again until next sampling [37]. The cumulative amount of hesperidin released 

from nanoparticles was calculated according to Equation 2: 

 

𝑪𝒖𝒎𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆 𝑹𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒆 (%) =  
𝑸𝟏

𝑸𝟎
. 𝟏𝟎𝟎      (2) 

Where: 

Q1 is the amount of hesperidin released from nanoparticles at the time (t) and Q0, the initial amount of 

hesperidin present in nanoparticles. 

Stability studies 

The stability of the CHGLINP-HES was evaluated over a period of 120 days. The parameters mean 

diameter, polydispersity index and zeta potential were determined in samples stored in aqueous suspension 

in both refrigeration (4 - 10 ºC) and room (22 ± 2 ºC) temperatures. The analyzes were performed in triplicate 

and a confidence level of 95% (p<0.05) was established. 

Cytotoxicity assay  

The cytotoxicity of the free hesperidin, blank and CHGLINP-HES were evaluated against the following 

cell lines: Vero (ATCC CCL-81 - normal cells from kidney of an African green monkey, HeLa (ATCC CCL-2 

- human cervix adenocarcinoma, PC-3 (ATCC CRL-1435 - human prostate adenocarcinoma, and Caco-2 

(ATCC HTB-37 - human colon adenocarcinoma) cells using the (3- [4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl] -2,5-

diphenyltetrazolium bromide) tetrazolium salt (MTT) reduction cell viability assay. This method is based on 

the ability of cells to convert the yellow-colored MTT into an insoluble purple compound, called formazan, 

which occurs when there is integrated mitochondrial capacity. The amount of formazan is determined 

spectroscopically after solubilization in DMSO. The cell lines were plated at a density of 5 x 105 cells/mL in a 

96-well cell culture plate for 24 h at 37 °C, under a 5% CO2 atmosphere. Then, free hesperidin, blank and 

CHGLINP-HES were added in increasing concentrations (0.1 – 500 μg/mL) for 72 h. After treatment, cells 

were incubated in the presence of MTT (2 mg/mL) for 4 h at 37 °C. The supernatant was added to DMSO, 

and with the complete solubilization of the formazan crystals the absorbance reading was carried out at 570 

nm in a microplate spectrophotometer (Power Wave XS - Bio-Tek). The percentage that inhibited the 

absorbance of 50% compared to the control (IC50) was determined by a graphic relating with the concentration 

of the compounds. 

Statistical Analysis 

The experiments were conducted in triplicate and the data presented as mean ± standard deviation. 

Experimental statistics were performed using MINITAB 18 software (Minitab Inc., PA, USA). One-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post-test t was applied to the formulation data and cytotoxicity 

assay, considering p < 0.05. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Design of gliadin nanoparticles and characterization 

In this study, the desolvation method was applied to prepare the GLINP-HES and a Taguchi orthogonal 

array design was performed to analyze the surfactant and CaCl2 concentration influence on the mean 

diameter, PDI, zeta potential and EE, in search of an optimal and stable formulation. The desolvation method 

is based on the protein precipitation in the form of nanoparticles when a non-solvent is added to the protein 

solution under agitation. The presence of a stabilizer is essential to maintain the stability of the formed colloids 

as well as to help on size reduction and PDI, with good EE, while CaCl2 was applied as precipitation medium. 

In pre-formulation studies, the nanoparticles without CaCl2 presented very low yield. The results are shown 

in Table 1.  

Table 1. Mean diameter, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta potential and encapsulation efficiency (EE) of 
hesperidin-loaded gliadin nanoparticles (GLINP-HES) according to the Taguchi design. 

Experiment Mean diameter 
(nm) 

PDI 
Zeta potential 

(mV) 
EE (%) 

1 (C1,S1) 179.60 ± 23.32 0.25 ± 0.12 -7.43 ± 0.55 50.84 ± 5.06 

2 (C1,S2) 177.90 ± 22.55 0.28 ± 0.13 -8.07 ± 0.52 58.02 ± 5.07 

3 (C1,S3) 1857.50 ± 337.70 0.53 ± 0.04 -13.10 ± 2.21 87.21 ± 4.71 

4 (C2,S1) 226.50 ± 30.97 0.09 ± 0.02 -2.91 ± 0.68 80.11 ± 1.15 

5 (C2,S2) 2253.00 ± 262.70 0.69 ± 0.20 -14.90 ± 1.41 49.74 ± 0.83 

6 (C2,S3) 1659.50 ± 481.00 0.64 ± 0.09 -11.2 ± 3.11 83.21 ± 0.79 

7 (C3,S1) 257.40 ± 25.72 0.16 ± 0.55 -0.21 ± 0.01 55.26 ± 3.01  

8 (C3,S2) 1415.60 ± 143.21 0.75 ± 0.18 -14.70 ± 3.23 58.25 ± 8.50 

9 (C3,S3) 2591.20 ± 355.80 0.78 ± 0.02 -12.30 ± 2.61 80.04 ± 2.04 

Results expressed as mean ± standard deviation (n=3). C1: [CaCl2] = 0.5 %; C2: [CaCl2] = 1.0 %; C3: [CaCl2]= 2.0 %; 
S1: Pluronic F68; S2: Tween 80; S3: Sodium Caseinate. 

As shown, the stabilizer was the most important parameter controlling the mean diameter and PDI, since 

when the concentration of CaCl2 was maintained, the mean diameter changed according to the stabilizer. 

The mean diameter ranged from 177 to 2591 nm, whereas the PDI ranged from 0.09 to 0.78. All nanoparticles 

prepared with Pluronic F68 produced homogeneous and monodispersed gliadin nanoparticles showed better 

(low size and PDI) results than those composed of sodium caseinate or Tween 80 (except for the formulation 

2), and it may be due to their better interaction with gliadin than with other stabilizers. The zeta potential of 

gliadin nanoparticles ranged from -0.21 to -15 mV, and the nanoparticles composed of Pluronic F68 

presented the lowest values (-0.21 to -7.43 mV). The encapsulation efficiency was highly influenced for the 

stabilizer, since it ranged from 49 to 87%. The highest values were associated with sodium caseinate. 

To evaluate the effect of the stabilizer and CaCl2 concentration, graphics of interaction were plotted in 

Figure 2. It was observed a reduction of mean diameter with Pluronic F68, independent of the CaCl2 

concentration (Figure 2A). The ANOVA showed that the variable stabilizer had a significant effect on mean 

diameter (p<0.05), and an interaction with CaCl2 concentration only when it was associated with Tween 80 

or sodium caseinate (p<0.05). The analysis of PDI (Figure 2B) followed the same pattern. Figure 2C shows 

the highest zeta potential values obtained with sodium caseinate, independent of the CaCl2 concentration. 

On the other hand, there was an interaction between 0.5% CaCl2 and both Tween 80 and Pluronic F68 

(p<0.05). Figure 2D shows the interaction of Pluronic F68 and 1% CaCl2 (p<0.05), increasing the EE.  

The mean diameter and PDI are the main parameter to be considered for biological application of 

nanoparticles. Aiming the oral route, nanoparticles smaller than 500 nm are required to pass through the 

biological barriers, while for tumor targeting, vascular permeability allows the penetration of particles not 

bigger than 400 nm [38]. PDI is an important indicative of homogeneity of size distribution. Values close to 0 

indicate dispersion uniformity and values close to 1 indicate high heterogeneity in particle diameter [38]. The 

nanoparticles formed with Pluronic F68 presented the lower size and PDI, and it may be due to their better 

interaction with gliadin than with those occurred with the other stabilizers. In addition, Pluronic F68 produced 
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homogeneous and monodispersed gliadin nanoparticles. The zeta potential of gliadin nanoparticles was 

negative, but the values were not greater than -15 mV, since the gliadin isoelectric point is 6.5. The zeta 

potential is correlated to the nanoparticles suspension stability, as values above ± 30 mV indicate higher 

stability of particles, as a result of the strong electrostatic repulsion between the nanoparticles [39]. Stabilizers 

are used to facilitate the particle formation, contributing to decrease the mean diameter, and also to increase 

the physical stability of the particles [40]. Pluronic F68, Tween 80 and sodium caseinate are non-ionic 

stabilizers, thus, they do not contribute to the zeta potential increase, and the final nanoparticles were difficult 

to disperse in water, remaining agglomerated. The stabilizer influenced the encapsulation efficiency, and 

sodium caseinate originated nanoparticles with higher encapsulation efficiency, probably as a result of the 

higher mean diameter of these nanoparticles. Thus, from the results of the Taguchi design and graphics of 

interaction, an optimal GLINP-HES formulation was found to be composed of Pluronic F68 and 1% CaCl2 

(Experiment 4). 

 

 
Figure 2. Interaction plots for the experimental Taguchi design demonstrating data about (A) mean diameter, 
(B) polydispersity index, (C) zeta potential and (D) encapsulation efficiency. 

Chitosan coating  

Due to the difficult of redispersion presented by GLINP-HES, the optimized formulation was subjected to 

chitosan coating to increase the colloidal stability, improve their redispersion and ameliorate them for further 

oral delivery. Table 2 shows the characteristics of gliadin nanoparticles before and after chitosan coating. 

Table 2. Mean size, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta potential and entrapment efficiency (EE) of uncoated 
(GLINP-HES) and chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles containing hesperidin (CHGLINP-HES) (n=3). 

Nanoparticles Mean size (nm) PDI 
Zeta potential 

(mV) 
EE (%) 

GLINP-HES 226.50 ± 30.97a 0.09 ± 0.02a -2.91 ± 0.68a 80.11 ± 1.15a 

CHGLINP-HES 321.40 ± 39.60b 0.217 ± 0.06b +21.40 ± 2.07b 73.10 ± 2.42b 

a, b Different letters present statistical difference (p <0.05). (One-way ANOVA, Tukey post-test t), analyzed by column. 
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The nanoparticles mean diameter increased after chitosan coating (p<0.05), which was expected since 

chitosan was applied after gliadin nanoparticles formation. In another study of our group, chitosan coating 

increased the mean diameter of zein nanoparticles from 220 to 382 nm [37]. A similar study suggested the 

presence of an external corona after covering nanoparticles with chitosan [41].  

The zeta potential analysis performed after coating demonstrated a chemical modification occurred on 

the nanoparticles surface. The zeta potential changed from negative to positive, supporting the presence of 

chitosan moieties covering the nanoparticles. It occurs due to the positive-charged amino groups of chitosan 

interaction with negative-charged gliadin nanoparticles surface, through electrostatic interaction [42]. Besides 

improving the colloidal stability, the positive zeta potential can result in the better interaction of nanoparticles 

with biological mucosa. Positively charged nanoparticles interact electrostatically with negatively charged 

mucus layer, increasing the retention time at the sites of absorption, thereby improving the absorption and 

consequently the bioavailability of the drug-loaded [43]. In another work, we showed the important role of 

chitosan coating in increasing the permeability of PLGA nanoparticles in a cell model containing mucus-

producing goblet cells, enterocytes and M cells (Caco-2/HT29-MTX/Raji B co-culture) [44]. On the other hand, 

due to incubation with chitosan, some hesperidin moieties adsorbed into the gliadin nanoparticles surface 

suffered desorption to medium, resulting in a slight decrease in encapsulation efficiency (p<0.05). 

SEM analysis of nanoparticles before and after chitosan coating (Figure 3A and 3B, respectively) 

evidenced a slight spherical shape of nanoparticles, and confirmed the mean diameter data obtained by 

dynamic light scattering. Although the nanoparticles presented some aggregates, possibly due to the sample-

drying process, the uncoated nanoparticles were more aggregated and disform compared to chitosan coated 

ones.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photomicrographs corresponding to: uncoated (A) and 
chitosan-coated (B) gliadin nanoparticles containing hesperidin. 

In vitro release profile  

The in vitro release profile showed the sustained release of hesperidin from nanoparticles over 48 h 

(Figure 4). A biphasic profile was observed, with an initial burst effect during the first 4 h, releasing about 

37% of hesperidin, followed by a sustained release for 48 h, releasing almost all the drug remained. About 

98% of the drug was released after 48 h. The slow release can be attributed to the efficient retention capability 

of chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles.  
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Figure 4. In vitro release profile of hesperidin from chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles in PBS (50 mM, 
pH 7.4). 

Due to its cationic character, chitosan has been widely applied as coating agent to enhance controlled 

drug release [45]. Khan and coauthors have proved the chitosan capacity to retard drug release from hydrogel 

[45]. According to Shao and coauthors study, nanoparticles containing chitosan were able to limited drug 

diffusion [46]. Although the chitosan ability to improve controlled drug release has been proved [36], further 

studies should be developed to evaluate the role of chitosan as coating material for gliadin nanoparticles. 

The drug delivery modulation achieved by nanostructured systems has shown to be advantageous, since the 

fluctuation in plasma concentration is reduced, tissue drug levels are maintained, and the intervals between 

dose can be spaced out, reducing the side effects caused by a rapid drug release [47]. 

Stability studies 

The stability of CHGLINP-HES was evaluated through the mean diameter, polydispersity index and 

zeta potential measurements. The samples were maintained in aqueous solution for 120 days. Figure 5 

presents the results obtained for CHGLINP-HES stability.  
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Figure 5. Mean diameter, PDI and zeta potential values for the stability study of hesperidin from chitosan-
coated gliadin nanoparticles. (a, b Different letters present statistical difference (p <0.05). (One-way ANOVA, 
Tukey post-test t). 

The particle size of the hesperidin-loaded chitosan coated gliadin nanoparticles remained stable for 120 
days after preparation (p<0.05). On the same period, the polydispersity index had increased after 20 days of 
storage at room temperature, while refrigerated samples kept the homogeneity of the particles. Although the 
PDI raised over the next days, specially at room temperature, the increase was not significant (p<0.05). 
Likewise, the superficial charge of the nanoparticles continued high over the time evaluated. Even though 
there was a decrease on zeta potential values, the changes were not significant (p<0.05).  

Cytotoxicity assay 

The cytotoxicity of the hesperidin-loaded chitosan coated gliadin nanoparticles (CSGLINP-HES) was 

evaluated in a model of healthy (Vero) and tumor (HeLa, PC-3 and Caco-2) cells, and the cell viability and 

IC50 were compared to blank nanoparticles and free hesperidin. Table 3 shows IC50 and Figure 6 presents 

cell viability comparison after 72-h incubation with the studied samples. 

Table 3. Cytotoxicity evaluation in terms of IC50 values of free hesperidin, blank nanoparticles, and hesperidin-
loaded chitosan-coated nanoparticles (CSGLINP-HES) against healthy (Vero) cells, and tumor (HeLa, PC-3, 
and Caco-2) cells, at 72h. 

Cell line 
IC50 (µg/mL) 

Free Hesperidin CSGLINP-HES Blank nanoparticles 

Vero 230.83 ± 20.05 > 1000 > 1000 

HeLa 70.44 ± 7.72 16 ± 1.61 159.33 ± 12.10 

PC-3 179.05 ± 3.68 21.62 ± 1.84 126.67 ± 14.05 

Caco-2 265.53 ± 17.56 164.87 ± 14.72 674.45 ± 62.03 
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Most synthetic chemotherapeutic agents for cancer treatment affect both tumor and healthy cells, leading 

to higher chances of side effects. On the other hand, naturally occurred bioactive compounds proved to be 

more selective to cancer sites [11]. In this study, the cytotoxic effect of CSGLINP-HES on Vero cells was 

evaluate as a model for healthy cells. A reduction of the cell viability was observed with blank and CSGLINP-

HES in 50 and 100 µg/mL (p<0.05), as shown in Figure 6A. However, in higher drug concentrations, free 

hesperidin was significatively more cytotoxic than blank and CSGLINP-HES (p<0.05). The IC50 of free 

hesperidin was at least 5-fold less than blank and hesperidin-loaded nanoparticles. The results show that 

nanoencapsulation reduces the cytotoxicity of hesperidin in this model of healthy cells. 

 
Figure 6. Cell viability of Vero (A), HeLa (B), PC-3 (C), and Caco-2 cells (D) against hesperidin-loaded 
chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles (CSGLINP-HES) compared to blank nanoparticles and free hesperidin, 
at 72h. (a, b, c Different letters present statistical difference (p <0.05). (GraphPad Prism 8; One ANOVA; Post 
Tukey). 

On the contrary, in HeLa cells the CSGLINP-HES were significantly more cytotoxic than free hesperidin 

in all evaluated concentrations (p<0.05) (Figure 6B). The IC50 of CSGLINP-HES was 4.5-fold lower than free 

hesperidin, indicating its higher efficacy, and the IC50 of blank nanoparticles were 2.2-fold higher than from 

free hesperidin. Bartoszewski and coauthors (2014) studied the effect of hesperidin against HeLa cells and 

stated that the drug led to apoptosis by extrinsic pathway, since an increase of mRNA levels was observed 

in death receptors of apoptosis [7]. In the same manner, Ferreira de Oliveira and coauthors (2020) found out 

a that hesperidin was able to inhibit cell cycle transition in HeLa cells and also induce intracellular oxidation 

[47]. Consonantly, Stanisic and coauthors (2018) observed hesperidin capacity to increase by three times 

the calcium concentration in the cytoplasm of HeLa cells, promoting mitochondrial dysfunction that leads to 

apoptosis [48].  

The CSGLINP-HES were also evaluated against PC-3 prostate cancer cells. As Figure 6C presents, 10 

µg/mL of CSGLINP-HES were more efficient than free hesperidin to reduce the cell viability (p<0.05). Notably, 

blank nanoparticles also showed to be more cytotoxic than free drug (p<0.05), in 50 and 100 µg/mL. The IC50 

of hesperidin nanoparticles was 8.3-fold lower than free hesperidin, and 1.5-fold lower than blank 

nanoparticles, indicating its higher cytotoxic efficacy. Lewinska and coauthors (2014) explained thar flavonoid 
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glycosides, such as hesperidin, are DNA hypomethylating agents capable of inducing gene expression 

changes and increased superoxide production in vitro, leading to apoptosis [49]. Moreover, Lau (2010) results 

showed that hesperidin was efficient in inhibit PC3 cells viability without significant effect on healthy cells 

[50].  

Caco-2 cells are considered a “golden standard” for in vitro models of intestine cancers [51]. In our 

findings, CSGLINP-HES in a concentration starting from 100 µg/mL showed to be more cytotoxic than free 

hesperidin (p<0.05). The IC50 was 1.6-fold lower than free hesperidin, and blank nanoparticles presented 2.6-

fold higher than free hesperidin, as presented in Figure 6D. According to Kobayashi & Konishi (2008), 

hesperidin is absorbed in the intestine by active transport and transcellular passive diffusion [52]. Andrade et 

al. (2017) noted that hesperidin inhibits fructose’s absorption for Caco-2 cells [55]. Regarding to 

nanotechnology applied to cancer treatment, some studies have demonstrated the higher permeability of 

hesperidin nanoparticles to Caco-2 cells [10,53].  

In this study, CSGLINP-HES were more effective in reducing cell viability of the three evaluated tumor 

cell lines compared to the non-encapsulated compound. Presumably, the positive charge associated to the 

produced nanoparticles increased the interaction and their uptake by negatively charged tumor cells. Also, 

the higher efficacy of CSGLINP-HES can be inferred by the efficiency of the nanoparticles per se plus the 

drug activity, and their activity may be a result of a synergistic effect. Studies have shown that chitosan 

nanoparticles present antitumor activity due to membrane disrupting and apoptosis-inducing activities [54]. 

The reason for the low cytotoxicity of CSGLINP-HES in Vero cells may be due to the intracellular pH. When 

compared to healthy cells, tumor cells present abnormal acid intracellular pH [11]. Consequently, in acid pH, 

chitosan and gliadin become protonates and the drug release is facilitated, leading to higher selectivity for 

tumor cells than for healthy cells, an important requirement for cancer therapy [11]. These characteristics 

show the potential of the chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles to be investigated as a new approach for 

cancer treatment, allowing oral administration of chemotherapeutic compounds with reduced side effects. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, the desolvation method was successfully applied to obtain gliadin nanoparticles containing 

hesperidin and a Taguchi design allowed the formulation optimization. The chitosan-coated gliadin 

nanoparticles promoted a prolonged drug release in a biphasic profile and significantly reduced the hesperidin 

cytotoxicity against health cells, while inhibited tumor cells more efficiently than free drug. Our results 

demonstrated the potential of the chitosan-coated gliadin nanoparticles loaded with hesperidin as possible 

anticancer agent. 
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